
Lumio offers more ways to effortlessly make learning fun 
and engaging on student devices. 

Providing increased interactivity, collaboration, and  
game-based learning, Lumio is specifically designed to 
improve student outcomes — it’s not just fun, it works!

Save costs and simplify your tech approach with a tool 
that lets teachers do it all — plan, evaluate and deliver fun, 
engaging lessons — in one powerful web-based platform.  

Light up learning

Get more value from your student devices

Flexible Learning
Lumio lets teachers combine and edit different file types and adjust lesson 
delivery pacing on the fly to adapt to student needs.

Meaningful Collaboration
Shared workspaces and flexible ways to group students make it easy for students 
to collaborate with each other in dynamic ways. Teachers can track student 
contributions to monitor progress and provide feedback in real-time.

Game Based + Active Learning
Lumio comes equipped with tons of customizable game templates, graphic 
organizers, and digital manipulatives, all of which students can access at home. 
It’s easy to make learning fun with Lumio.

Aligned to Best Practices
Lumio gives teachers the tools they need to implement active learning, student 
wellbeing, and a student-centered, personalized learning approach.
 

golumio.com



Why schools and districts  
love Lumio:
Makes Chromebooks and tablets even 
more interactive

Instructional consistency and more 
efficient workflows

Amplifies best teaching practices and 
actively engages students

Integrates with Google and Microsoft

Easy deployment with OneRoster

Earned third-party certification from 
Digital Promise for Research-Based 
Design

Exceptional privacy and security,  
GDPR, COPPA, and FERPA compliant

...and all at a much lower price than 
comparable options!

Light up learning

Contact us for school 
subscription options:   
golumio.com/quote

  Educators can  
get started for FREE:  
golumio.com/login

golumio.com

Authorized Reseller:

Why educators love Lumio:
Import and combine existing files (PDFs, 
Google Slides, PowerPoint, Canva, and 
Notebook)

Thousands of ready-made lessons  
and resources

  Game-based activities and  
team quizzes

  Graphic organizers 

 Digital manipulatives

Convert any resource into a digital handout 

Small-group and whole-class collaboration

Teacher and student pacing

Formative assessments and feedback tools

 Polling and class discussions

 Real-time class and individual  
 student data

STEAM tools like Desmos, Equation Editor, 
and PhET

Access anywhere, on any device with a  
web browser

And all the tools needed to create an  
engaging learning experience from scratch! 


